Committee on Agriculture, Forestry, Aquaculture, and Rural Development

Will meet at: 9:00 A.M. Date: May 11, 2006

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 772 CROWE ANIMALS Creates the Louisiana Pet Registry

HB 1101 ERDEY HORTICULTURE/COMMISSION Provides with respect to the licensing of landscape irrigation contractors by the Horticulture Commission of Louisiana

HB 1267 SMITH, GARY PESTICIDES/HERBICIDES Provides relative to contracts for the treatment of termites

SB 7 NEVERS FUNDS/FUNDING Conforms statutes with the constitutional provisions regarding the Agricultural and Seafood Products Support Fund.

SB 9 SMITH, MIKE AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPT Re-creates the Department of Agriculture and Forestry. (6/30/06)

SB 196 MCPHERSON (TBA) GRAIN DEALERS Provides for quarterly statements when dealing with grain storage. (Subject to Rule Suspension)

SB 525 GAUTREAUX, N. AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES Enacts the Cajun and Louisiana Creole Goods and Consumer Protection Law. (gov sig)

SCR 76 DARDENNE (TBA) LEGIS POWERS/FUNCTIONS Requests the legislative agriculture, forestry, aquaculture and rural development committees to study the feasibility of creating a Louisiana agricultural and seafood surplus products purchase program and a purchasing board to oversee the program. (Subject to Rule Suspension)

FRANCIS C. THOMPSON Chairman